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Super Sensitive Handheld Scanner

security

 

Description

The Super Sensitive Hand Held Scanner is a high sensitivity 
device designed to detect magnetic and non magnetic 
metal masses. It can be used for detecting weapons, 
detonators, or other small pieces of metal by people, 
concealed in baggage or in correspondence. Its bi-
directional detection probe allows either its lower or upper 
side to detect metals evenly. The special shape of the 
sentitive surface makes operation of the device easy, 
unlike other portable metal detectors.

The device is supplied with a standard test piece for 
functional verification. Custom calibration samples can be 
supplied in accordance with the Security Regulations in Force.

Features

-  Very high sensistivity
-  Detection of both magnetic and non-magenetic metal
-  Optical, Acoustical and Vibration alarm
-  Long battery life
-  Easy to use
-  Special ergonomic shape
-  Very high reliability
-  Self-calibrating
-  Fast inductive battery charger
-  Three-position switch with celection of two different alarm modes
-  Pre-calibrated sensitivity that can be modified by using an internal trimmer.
-  Indicator power lamp for power on: green light
-  Indicator power lamp for alarm: red light
-  Indicator power lamp for low battery charge: blinking yellow light
-  Battery life: Optical and Acoustic alarm (10% alarm operation, 90% quiescent operation) 
   40 Hours typical (NiMH 9V-150Ah cell)
-  Five different alarm tones, selected from the factory, identified by the last digit of the 
   serial number
-  Manufactured in grey, shock resistant Polycarbonate and ABS Blend
-  Conforms to the interntional standards currently applicable for electrical safety, EMC and    
   the applicable CE regulations

Specification

-  Operating temperature:   -20 to 70ºC
-  Dimensions:     340 x 80 x 55mm
-  Weight:     0.4KG (incl. battery)
-  Built in buzzer:    75 dBA at a distance of 90cm
-  Power supply:    9V re-chargable Ni-MH bettery


